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Abstract
Discretely polemical towards G. Călinescu’s view on Mihai Eminescu’s genuine ‘rurality’, Ilina Gregori has already 

shown that the courses he attended in Berlin moved the artist’s eye from countryside to town experiences; as a matter 
of fact, the poet’s sojourns in two imperial capitals (Vienna and Berlin) left a ‘cityscape’ equation in his writings, which 
also altered his former literary projects. Among these changes, Ilina Gregori mentions the bitter resignation on his 
playwright ambitions and, conversely, Eminescu’s virtual endorsement of prose. Thus, the poet’s turn to uncanny short-
stories and sketches (Sărmanul Dionis, Cezara, La aniversară), or to perplexing novel schemes (Geniu pustiu) must 
bear the trace of an identity shift: for Eminescu, it was not theatre but prose-writing the genre that must have seemed 
the best tactic to draw the attention of the bourgeois public from the flourishing Romanian cities. Placed in-between the 
poles of slum-like Bucharest and idyllic Iaşi, narrating urbanity comes in line with the artist’s conversion to city-life and 
habits. Similarly, the famous friendship with Creangă and Slavici (both of them professed ‘countrymen’) can give the 
true measure of Eminescu’s new urban identity. 

Keywords: outskirts, cathedral, miniature, white house, temple, architecture, cityscape, Realism, upward mobility, 
Gothic, uncanny.

I. Introduction.
Rusticity and urbanity:

the Gothic spirit within us

Among the decorum characteristics 
of Mihai Eminescu’s work, G. Călinescu 
insists on “rusticity”, which is actually 
connected, whether directly or indirect-
ly, with “sprouting”, “savage geology”, 
“fl ora”, “fauna”, “Boreal vision”, “de-
crepitude”, “fabulous interiors”, “colos-
sal architecture” (G. Călinescu, 1985: 265-
298). His notion of “rusticity” actually 
resorts on a wider conception about the 
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Romanian poet’s vitalism and tellurian nature, largely exposed in his biography of 
Eminescu, and afterwards developed by Zoe Dumitrescu Buşulenga into a round of 
astrological divination, stressing upon Eminescu’s Capricorn temper. Albeit its refi ne-
ment now and then, the “redneck” style is shared, in Călinescu’s mind, by both Mihai 
Eminescu and Ion Creangă, the countryside appearance att esting, on a deeper layer, 
the “millennial peasant” hidden deep down the city identities of the two Romanian 
classics. For instance, the “decrepitude” relates with a lack of “city life intimacy”, a lack 
of “household welfare”, and, last but not least, a lack of “hospitability” (idem: 291). All 
of them belong to a fi eld of bourgeois comfort, illustrated by G. Călinescu – as if he 
had writt en everything in spite of Eminescu’s model – in all of his fi ction works, from 
Cartea nunţii (The Wedding Book) to Bietul Ioanide (Poor Ioanide) and Scrinul negru (The 
Black Chest). The critic’s obsession with urban comfort, cleanliness and aseptic dwell-
ing refl ects on his considerations about the fi lthiness of Eminescu’s places, either real 
or fi ctional ones (G. Călinescu, 1998: 124-125). Thus, the rich ornamentation of epic de-
scriptions – and everything imported by Eminescu from the Realist array of literary 
techniques – rings a bell of alarm to Călinescu’s taste, because, for the most part, the 
interpreter wants to set forth a primitive rusticity and, accordingly, a Romantic grid 
of interpretation for both poetry and prose (idem: 291). 

Mihai Eminescu’s portrait as a “country fellow” (barefoot, grimy and, perhaps, 
ragged) travels along the imaginary of local literary criticism. “Rusticity” and “peas-
antry” (or country-life habits) are practically overlapped so as to impersonate the the-
sis on the Romanian soul’s thoroughness and the national myth. Notwithstanding the 
voice of a small dissident group (George Munteanu, 1973: 28, 382), the poet’s rural pen-
chant persists as a diehard prejudice. By bringing him closer to the lower city popula-
tion (labourers and poor people), the Socialist criticism – without being aware of it! – 
succeeded in displacing Eminescu from the rural paradigm and from the countryside 
atmosphere. Fresh interpretations underline either the presence of a bourgeois ethos 
(Caius Dobrescu, 2004) or the tight connection between the urban traveller – Mihai 
Eminescu as a student at the University of Berlin, and the monumental landscape of 
19th century imperial capital (Ilina Gregori, 2008). 

Assuming Ilina Gregori’s hypothesis on the richness of Berlin experiences within 
the general picture of Eminescu’s biography (Ilina Gregori, 2008: 28-47), the fi rst ques-
tion that might be asked is whether the Romantic heroes of prose accounts – and their 
feminine mirrored images could be perceived not only as mere “absences” from world, 
not only as a gallery of “portraits on void”, for whom the outer space functions as an 
outgrowth of intimacy and subjectivity. Is it possible that, equal to their author, these 
characters carry an ambivalent existence, i.e. both symbolically transfi gured and mate-
rial, both intimate and social, an existence captured in the latent and frozen mythology 
of urban architectures? Can we actually single out the hero from his/her environment? 
If so, would it be possible to follow the traces and the structuring eff ects of urban im-
pressions, most of the time redundant, within the subjective turmoil of Eminescu’s 
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faces? Of course, this would imply a certain upsett ing of the rooted Romantic para-
digm, dispersed around the Romanian writer’s commentators, and the full acknowl-
edgment of a “Gothic spirit” (corresponding to John Ruskin’s famous defi nition) that 
is actually built-in Eminescu’s epic fragments. Mainly, everything comes down to un-
derstanding the city as a scale of human soul, and not the human soul as a universal 
scale of the city. 

To an inquiring eye, it is not exactly the dreamy air or the occult interests what 
makes Toma, Ioan, Dionis, Dan, Ieronim, Tlà, the marquis of Bilbao, Angelo, Iorgu & co 
the perfect guys for retrieving the uncanny side of fantastic narratives. Otherwise, one 
might just say that their existence reels off  according to a paradigm of “upward mobil-
ity” which is focused, as I henceforth hope to prove – on the threefold issue of “gold, 
greatness and love”, a theme already welcomed in as one of the strong cores of Realist 
aesthetics. An approach stressing on the registers of city life rather than on the poet’s 
rusticity could evince the fact that the fantastic halo of Eminescu’s city travellers is not 
an inner characteristic of their Romantic, stormy soul, but an eff ect of “uncanniness” 
produced by the diff usion of environment characteristics upon the characters’ auras. 
By the aspects of city life I have in mind the bourgeois comfort, the “system of desire” 
which makes the urban architecture a place of “essential interrogation”, “a laboratory 
of social unrest”, and the shell of “impermanence”, “excitement”, “cosmopolitism”, 
“nightlife”, “construction and demolition” (A. Blum, 2003: 7-21). The Romanian writ-
er has the great intuition to link his “fantastic” experiments in prose to a handsome-
ly shaped urban sett ing. Considering that the epic genre preserves – scholars agree on 
this point – the best relationship with architecture and its aesthetics, I shall pursue the 
imprints of urban architectures outskirts, the bourgeois mansion, the palace, the cas-
tle, the church, the temple or the Jewish synagogue) into the traveller’s stories and the 
way these outer elements structure both the character’s subjectivity and the narratives 
as such. On thing is for sure: the Romanian writer had an eye for architectural diversi-
ty and could perceive the symbolic diff erence among, say, Greek/ Oriental, Roman and 
Gothic styles; therefore, Călinescu’s notice on the “dome” predominance (G. Călinescu, 
1985: 298-300) not only appears as risky, but it also stands against the main cityscape 
traits embedded in Eminescu’s prose. All in all, I think that the Gothic panorama of 
the capitals described in these stories is the real engine of “fantastic” views, as well as 
the proportion regulator of an individuality that looses gradually its sense of cohesion 
and feels that the body is growing more and more elastic. 

II. The countryside city and its “upward mobility”: several Realist typologies

Published on the 1st of July 1885, the poem sweetly entitled Sara pe deal (Evening on 
the Hill) came to fi gure among the polished, yet biographically reliable, of the poet’s 
rusticity and inclination toward countryside life rhythms. One of the careful research-
ers of manuscripts, G. Ibrăileanu makes a point in showing that “the depression, the 
languid notes, and the overall discouragement” of these lines sound rather unnatu-
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ral in the rural sett ing. The emotions packed with the cunning techniques of dramat-
ic monologue must not be associated with the biographic moment (that is the fi rst im-
pulse to publish after the alienation fi ts), but with a lyrical att itude laboriously bal-
anced, delegated, according to a pedantic protocol, to a minstrel and not to a peasant 
(G. Ibrăileanu, 1974: 248). Paradoxically, these lines do not prove Eminescu’s familiar-
ity with and immersion in the countryside landscape; on the contrary, they display a 
dim view on things and betray a sort of “urbancholy”. Perpessicius too shows that the 
layers of this “pastoral” text (v. versions B and C from ms. 2259, f. 217-218 and 84-84v, 
in M. Eminescu, 1944: 299) pertain to a still older composition – around 1870, or the 
Vienna period – which preserves an air of rather jumble impulsion and indistinct ge-
neric features; therefore, it congregates with poems such as Eco or Ondina, but also with 
prose writings. The straight option for the narrative mode occurs later on, while be-
ing a student in Berlin, a time when – as Ilina Gregori notices (2008: 19-47) – Eminescu 
positively abandons his theatrical experiments and begins to pursue a career as writ-
er of “uncanny” stories. 

The fragment on the rural beauties travels across Eminescu’s manuscripts (between 
poetry and prose), turning into a fl oating picture, an icon without referent; to and fro, 
we spot it either in La curtea cuconului (At Boyar Vasile Creangă’s Court) or in the frag-
mentary novel entitled Geniu pustiu (Deserted Genius or, according to other translati-
on variants, Empty Genius). The description insists on the detail of the village’s agi-
tation in the evening, a piece of information that digs out an urban silhouett e from 
this unshaped countryside bog (A. Blum, 2003: 13-19)1. Coming out of rural mire, the 
“court” of Vasile Creangă, the old boyar, also brings to the fore an example of ur-
ban borough-like concentration right into the heart of a village typifying the archaic 
Moldavia. Evincing a ladylike distinction, the boyar’s wife does not have a local and 
rural gait; she walks like “those queens from the Norse epics” around the “high” halls 
of her house. Vasile Creangă’s mansion is built, hence, after a “high” and “arched” 
architectural design. The height of the ceiling shows that these rooms are being used 
within the premises of the public domain, as parlours that certainly house in the com-
plete circuit of social intrigues. We have got the following fi gural scheme: a great no-
bleman (Vasile Creangă), his lady, the family inheritors (Iorgu), a scribe, a wise (Old 
Iosif), a petitioner (Rufă) and a pretender (Ciufă). The rest is to be imagined within a 
Realistic narrative frame. Moreover, living habits to this court have nothing in common 
with the condominium style of the rural buildings, which are conceived after a system 
called “en enfi lade”, because it assembles together, as on a string, a score of rooms with 

1 The quotes are taken from Mihai Eminescu, Geniu pustiu. Proză literară, „Litera” Publishing 
House, Chișinău, 1997, and I abreviated the titles as follows: Cezara – C; Făt-Frumos din La-
crimă – FFL; Sărmanul Dionis – SD; Contrapagină – Cp; Umbra mea – UM; Geniu pustiu – GP; 
Pe podelele reci de cărămidă – PRC; Avatarii faraonului Tlà – AFT; Archaeus – A; Aur, mărire și 
amor – AMA; La curtea cuconului Vasile Creangă - CCVC.
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two entrances or more. While Vasile Creangă’s dining room presents a public space 
with a hierarchical disposition of guests, one may suspect that the same mansion has 
nooks and corners of private life. Already built for either intimacy or public show-off , 
the mansion defi nes as a “maison de plaissance”, a bit of “architecture to hide in”, rath-
er than one “to look through” (David Anton Spurr, 2012: 31).

The same fl oating fragment – proposing a cityscape image embedded into a ru-
ral environment – signals Toma Nour’s return home, in his native village from 
Transylvania (Mihai Eminescu, 1944: 296-297). Even though, the protagonist of Geniu 
pustiu is known to have rural ascendancy, he does not feel the excitement that must be 
natural for any “return of the native”; contrariwise, the gathering scene with his rel-
atives appears a mechanical dance, whose purpose is introducing oneself for the fi rst 
time: Toma observes “the fi ne nose of a great lady” that his cousin, Finiţa, takes pride 
in, whereas Finiţa, in her turn, identifi es him with a “stranger” to the community and 
calls him “Young Master” (“domnișorule”). Converted to a city-life rhythm, yet carry-
ing on with his rural infatuation, Toma bores himself to death, abandoned to “dead 
and monotonous atony” (GP, 1997: 176-178). Then, Dionis-Dan, the character of the fa-
mous short story, projects his marriage ideal on the canvas of a “village”, far from the 
madding crowd; unfortunately, the place is perceived – as well as the neat situation 
of biological and procreative love – as an “exile” (SD, 1997: 81). However, the couple 
Dionis-Maria does not turn to rural life or to agricultural biorhythm; country life is 
moulded according to city habits and sexual ambiguities: the couple goes on with the 
intimate parlour talk, searching for the heat of the chimney fi re, with generic ambigu-
ity and masquerade scenes (Maria disguises herself into a boy, all in black, from hat 
to boots), with the night unrest and the guilty mirroring of that thing called by A.C. 
Swinburne “the waste wedlock of a sterile kiss”.

Even though not exactly a fan of French prose, the Romanian writer admits that 
the starting point of the projected novel “Catiline natures” (called later Geniu pus-
tiu) is actually an assemblage of real facts: fi rst, “the direct impressions [emphasis 
added] of 1868 when being a student in Bucharest”, second, “an episode told by a 
Transylvanian student” (I.E. Torouțiu & G. Cardaș, 1931: 321-327). Briefl y, the novel 
extracts its sap from a “Realist” account. Otherwise said, the Romanticism of structures 
(namely the anti-plot, eclectic approach, inspired tune of narrative voice), compared 
by Zoe Dumitrescu Buşulenga with Novalis’ Heinrich von Ofterdingen (Zoe Dumitrescu 
Buşulenga, Eminescu. Cultură și creație, 1976: 177-178), can be explained through frag-
mentary, if not incomplete, account. 

Once arranged by Perpessicius into a timeline, and once underlined Eminescu’s 
theoretical labour on narrative concepts, the short stories and the projected novel lose 
their „fantastic”-„dreamy”-„Romantic” att ire that determined a legion of interpreters 
– from N. Iorga and Ion Scurtu to Eugen Simion, Aurel Petrescu, and Nicolae Ciobanu 
– to point its visionary character. All the same, Ilina Gregori emphasizes Théophile 
Gautier’s infl uence (2008: 162-166) and believes that, though by deconstructing con-
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ventions, Eminescu builds his short story Sărmanul Dionis (Poor Dionysus) on a „Realist-
mimetic foundation” (idem: 89). Scatt ered thoughts on the art of prose-writing and on 
its need to meet with the public’s taste can be found in Contrapagină (Verso), a prose 
fragment built on the para-textual frame of common 19th century prefaces. Eminescu 
declares war not only to the sentimental al utt erly “fainting” models delivered by the 
French novel; on the one hand, he denounces a way of “instalment” writing, on the 
other, he accuses the bourgeois public for not being able to grasp the gist of translat-
ing real facts into narratives, on the whole, for not understanding the mutation from 
the “World” (reality) to “Destiny” (literature). By putt ing things on contrastive col-
umns, the young apprentice shows how the lax and prolix account of “instalment” 
prose can turn “the wholesale and retail trickster” into a “politician”, “the drunkard” 
into a “journalist” or, the other way round, “the genial composer” into a “miserable 
poor in Vienna”, “the genial poet” into a “miserable poor in Berlin”, while the “genial 
bard” can turn into an “idiot” (C, 1997: 122-123). 

In spite of his apparent anger, the Romanian aspirant novelist is prett y conscious – 
as a straight interpretative line, from Ion Negoiţescu (1968) to Iulian Costache (2008), 
has put it – that he must “negotiate” his image and probably play hide and seek with a 
moody bourgeois public, accustomed to reading only French novels. Hence, Eminescu 
would not turn down foreign models because, as I.M. Raşcu suggests, he uses them ei-
ther consciously or unconsciously as a departure platform for his own artistic pursuits 
(1976: 54). The French references rest undisputed: Dumas’ name is mentioned in the 
exposition of Geniu pustiu, Theophile Gautier’s name closes the short story Sărmanul 
Dionis; then Balzac, Stendhal or even Victor Hugo become, to say so, mandatory refer-
ences from an already networked establishment (G. Vanhese, 2014: 91-159).

Already a point in the debate over the relationship between Balzac’s heroes and 
Paris, the connection between the character’s and the city’s breath should keep our at-
tention as well on Eminescu’s case. His characters’ urbanity and their need to forge 
their destiny into the shell of a city can be discriminated into two psychological types. 
The fi rst describes the upward social action of male heroes launched in the race for 
“gold, greatness and love” (as Eminescu himself entitles one of his prose pieces). The 
so-called “upward mobility” is thought to be favoured by the permeability of city elites 
to the infi ltrations of lower classes (Bruce Robbins, 2007: 7-10). Aristocracy and upper 
bourgeoisie are prone to give a share of their power to lower-ranked persons (such as 
Balzac’s Rastignac or Eminescu’s Iorgu), who can take over the capital and the resourc-
es amassed into the heart of the city. The second, a highly ethicised version of the fi rst, 
describes the aspiration of “Absolute seekers”, that is the seekers of world’s architec-
ture, fascinated by alchemy, astrology and occultism (as Balthazar Claes or Dionis). 

A theme of several narrative fragments by Eminescu – refer to Aur, mărire și amor 
(Gold, Greatness and Love), “Marquis of Bilbao” and “Angelo” episodes from Avatarii fa-
raonului Tlà – the threefold relationship extends, according to Stendhal or Laclos’ pat-
tern of behaviour, to scenes of “queer tutelage” between an old lady (the old mentor) 
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and an inexperienced young man, between a hyperactive woman and a rather passive 
man, but apt to be activated throughout his partner’s off ensiveness. What we have 
here is a situation of erotic mentorship, a “cerebral love” in Rènè Girard’s terms, de-
veloped outside the biological cycle of reproduction. This highlights, for Eminescu’s 
dreamy fi gures too, the sublimated wish for social advancement. 

Opened by a fairly emblematic panorama, i.e. with a view on imperial Berlin, Ilina 
Gregori’s exquisite essay seems to re-enact the fi ctive situation from Père Goriot, where 
Rastignac expresses his eagerness to conquest the city. Looking at the capital as it was 
fashioned in the beginning of imperial golden days (Ilina Gregori, 2008: 16-17), one can 
easily imagine that young Eminescu himself might have shouted at Berlin „À nous deux 
maintenant!”. But, unlike Balzac’s hero, the Romanian student possessed a precise intu-
ition of the dangers that ensue from fi ghting great cities; if Perpessicius’ dates are ac-
curate and Contrapagina had been writt en before 1868-1869, then we certainly witness 
a case of unerring prediction: if due homage is not paid to the metropolis, “the genial 
poet”, whatever his name is (L. Burghardt or M. Eminescu), can turn into a “misera-
ble poor” once arrived “in Berlin”; then, who might that “genial poetess” be (named 
mysteriously with the French word “Mme... ”?), the one that can fail to lead her tal-
ents and turn into a “beggar in Paris”?

III. Cluj-Bucharest-Iaşi-Copenhagen-
Torino-Hohenschwangau-Sankt-Persburg-Sevilla

The 1848 Revolution represents a perfect pretext for young Toma Nour to return to 
his old city habits; once completed his boring rural stay, the hero is back on the track 
and orbits around Transylvanian towns and boroughs, as if spellbound by a corrupt, 
yet fascinating, form of urbanity. He narrates how, after his erotic and heroic failure, 
he returned to Cluj outskirts. Arrived there, he pays a visit to the house of his former 
lover (Poesis). Then, his destiny is quite intricate, after the mazy patt ern of “wander-
ing in the world”. However, this mutable world is put in order by the city journeys, 
by the patt ern of explicit city references, which are caught into the net of Toma and 
Ioan’s adventurous biographies: they pass through Bucharest, Copenhagen, Torino, 
and the litt le German town (“the residence of a miniature king, a parody/king, a sat-
ire-king, SD, 1997: 143-145), presumably the fi rst castle Ludwig 2nd of Bavaria inhabit-
ed, that is Hohenschwangau. 

Once we put together the clues in the prose works, the map of urban journeys ac-
quires a dazzling complexity, both from the perspective of architectural typologies de-
scribed in the prose pages, and from the one that activates to virtual “para-biograph-
ical” openings – therefore, phantasmal – for this series of fi ctional biographies. Note 
that, when severed of their shadow, Eminescu’s characters make a “bet” on their biog-
raphies, which they must record faithfully, almost in a Realist vein. The plot of Geniu 
pustiu is set in two historical capitals of Romanian provinces, namely Bucharest and 
Cluj, between the revolutionary years and the times of administrative sett lement (ap-
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proximately 1860), in the aftermath of Principalities Union. The two faces of the same 
person (Dionis and Dan) are shaped throughout contrast, bett er said cityscape con-
trast between the new and the old capital of Romania, between the belitt led and mud-
dy Bucharest of 1860 and the archaic Iași, whose silhouett e is dominated by the Gothic 
outline of the “Trei Ierarhi” Church. Then, the sketch entitled Aur, mărire și amor is also 
placed in Iași, a litt le before the revolutionary commotion, around 1840; a bit diff erent 
from Sărmanul Dionis, this uncompleted prose fragment proposes, like the “Angelo” 
episode from Avatarii faraonului Tlà (The Avatars of Pharaoh Tlà), the old capital’s way 
of staging houses and, by doing that, it announces the swiftly-changing props of melo-
dramatic themes. The fragment called by scholars Pe podelele reci de cărămidă (On the 
Cold Brick Floors) gives life to a minority narrative that happened on the Jewish neigh-
bourhood of 15th century Suceava, the Middle-age capital of Moldavia. Moreover, the 
item called Basmul cel mai fantastic (The Most Fantastic Fairy Tale), included among the 
variegated contents of Iconostas și fragmentarium, projects the frozen image of Sankt-
Petersburg, also called the Venice of the North. There is also a Venice of the South, 
which serves as plot sett ing for the story of Cezara and Ieronim from a short-story cal-
led Cezara. The micro-novel formally entitled Avatarii faraonului Tlà (the name was cho-
sen by G. Călinescu, its editor) contains three great cityscapes: oriental in Memphis, 
oriental-medieval in Sevilla-Madrid, and medieval-modern in Iași; the city of Iași pres-
ents itself in a winter-like cloak, with French accents and secret brotherhoods. 

The novel Geniu pustiu and the short story Sărmanul Dionis, for instance, start on 
the “unpaved streets of Bucharest”, a “so-called capital” of Europe that, in spite of its 
recent promotion among the ranks of civilised world, preserves an appearance of sub-
urbia; its pett y architecture seems more of a mud impulse than, what Eminescu him-
self used to call in his famous poem Egipet (Egypt), “architectonic thoughts of a fear-
ful greatness”: 

„Era o noapte tristă. Ploaia cădea măruntă pe stradele nepavate ale Bucureştilor, ce se trăgeau 
strâmte şi noroioase şi noianul de case mici şi rău zidite din care constă partea cea mai mare a 
aşa-numitei capitale a României” (GP, 1997: 131-132); „Era noapte şi ploaia cădea măruntă 
pe stradele nepavate, strâmte şi noroioase ce trec prin noianul de case mici şi rău zidite din care 
constă partea cea mare a capitalei României [... ] De prin crâşme şi prăvălii pătrundea prin fe-
restrele cu multe geamuri, mari şi nespălate, o lumină murdară, mai slăbită încă prin stropii de 
ploaie ce inundase sticlele. Pe ici pe colo trecea câte un romanţios fl uierând; câte un mitocan cu 
capul lulea de vin şi îşi făcea de vorbă cu pereţii şi cu vântul; câte-o femeie cu faţa înfundată în 
capşon îşi desfăşura trecătoarele umbre prin spaţiul neguros, asemenea zeilor întunecaţi din ep-
opeile nordice” (SD, 1997: 44). 

Yet, the broadness or narrowness of the streets, perhaps their labyrinthine aspect, 
do not account for civilisation index. Usually, the streets measure the heroes’ easiness 
to cut across the urban building-bulk. Right after he becomes a shadow, Dan sees the 
“the town’s dark and narrow passages” (idem: 57) as real “streets”, lamp-lit and broad 
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as only the cities can afford (idem: 66); the cavalcade of the two friends from Geniu pus-
tiu (Toma and Ioan) to the house of their lovers (the sisters Sofia and Poesis), which 
is located somewhere in the environs of Cluj, resembles the “flight”, even though the 
streets of the Transylvanian capital, like those of Bucharest, are not at all paved, but 
covered with “gravel” (GP, 1997: 168); Ieronim’s monastery is linked with the city 
by a “large way”; yet, when running from Marquis of Castelmare, the knight-monk 
swerves along the narrow and dark alleys where he actually kills his enemy (C., 1997: 
92, 111); the streets of the mythical Memphis appear as “broad, paved with long and 
white stones” (AFT, 1997: 224), while, although “paved”, the hot streets of Sevilla look 
“narrow” and “void”, leaving the impression that the city is “blind and uninhabited” 
(AFL, 1997: 229). Dwelling in the fierce passion between Angelo (the third avatar of Tlà) 
and “the demon of love”, the androgynous Cezar-Cezara, the city of Iasi has “broad 
and snowed” streets that can be circulated by sleigh. In general, all these streets, alleys, 
and passages leading to the centre design urban labyrinths. The buildings are made of 
stone or of marble blocks, “the stone put on stone” that materializes the “architectonic 
thought”, that is, the either the mental or transcendental design, into pyramids, palaces, 
castles, monasteries, particular houses and the monk’s cell. 

Beyond the geographical indication – explicit enough about the characters’ jour-
neys through Iaşi, Bucharest, Cluj, Copenhagen, Torino, Sevilla, and Madrid – the 
prose writer tries to frame within the same picture the labyrinth and the stone. The 
patt ern is already familiar to us from Ann Radcliff e’s Mysteries of Udolpho. Thence John 
Ruskin’s characteristics of Gothic style can be applied here too. Dressed up in his nov-
elist clothes, Eminescu is permanently following the way the curves can be shaped into 
the rigid matt er of stones, generally, the city’s manner to show around, through its ar-
chitectural silhouett e, the swirls of thinking. 

IV. A laboratory for mastering social unrest:
the high-ceiling room and the white house, or the miniature and the cathedral

Constrained by heavy raining conditions, neither the narrator from Geniu pustiu 
nor “poor” Dionis are tempted to enter into a “pub”, where the view of promiscuity 
and brutality chases them away; however, they seek shelter into a “café”. The place is 
perceived like a sort of mini-world that contains all the symbolic data of the big world 
outside: the café and the pints of beer, the decks of cards and the domino, the pool ta-
ble, a misplaced portrait of a war hero (Iwan Dybicz-Zabalkanski), the mechanics of 
human melodrama hinted at by Mauriciu Jokay’s novels. All the same, containing con-
versation incentives, the café is a place of multicultural expression, practically the es-
sential core of city life.

Small offi  ce assistants like Dionis and Toma pass their time between their “cell”, 
“the archive of an offi  ce”, and “the lazy, groggy atmosphere of the café” (SD, 1997: 
46). Anyway, the cell of Eminescu’s characters does not belong with the despicable 
suburbs described in the short-story’s exposition. They live in a room of a two-storey 
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building, which has a direct view, just across the street, on the “glamorous parlour” 
of an aristocratic white house or palace. Moreover, Dionis’ house is surrounded by a 
savage garden, kept almost in the Romantic English fashion. Then, Cezara’s place is 
actually named “Bianchi Palace”, which is an Italian translation for “white building/ 
house”. The same goes with the Mother-of-Forests’ daughter from Făt frumos din lacri-
mă (The Tear-Drop Prince), who leads her life into a “white house”, right in the middle 
of a blossomy garden. 

As soon as they have caught a glimpse of the neighbouring frame (the white vir-
gin playing a white piano in a white house), the male characters close their eyes, then 
raise for a short time their eye-lids and forcefully close them once again, so as to blot 
out the sensitive immediacy. Thus, the “Catiline natures” experience the coincidence 
of transfi gured and materialized architecture, the vision and the view. What they get 
is a frozen picture, painted with the same touches as the curved and domed panora-
ma of ancient Memphis, which is clipped from context and used in the same “modu-
lar” way as that of Toma Nour’s village: 

„Şi apoi priveşte asupra oraşului întreg, pe acest amestec strălucit de palate şi drumuri, vezi 
cum, ajunse la lună, strălucesc asupra maselor întunecoase vârfurile turnurilor i pânzele de la 
corăbii pe râu [... ] Priveşte, zise el încet, strada aceea strâmtă şi întunecoasă: numai într-un 
singur colţ îi taie umbra o dungă de lumină, dar în acel loc pare c-a nins” (C, 1997: 110); „El 
îşi închise ochii ca să viseze în libertate. I se păru atunci că e într-un pustiu uscat, lung, nisipos 
ca seceta, deasupra căruia licărea o lună fantastică şi palidă ca faţa unei virgine murinde [... ] 
Pustiul tace, aerul e mort şi numai sufl area lui e vie, numai ochiul lui e viu, pentru ca să vadă 
pe un nor de argint, în naltul cerului, un înger alb, îngenuncheat, cu mâinile unite, care cân-
ta o rugăciune divină, adâncă [... ] Întredeschise ochii şi văzu prin fereastra arcată şi deschisă, 
în mijlocul unui salon strălucit, o jună fată muiată-n haină albă [... ] Părea că geniul divinului 
brit Shakespeare expirase asupra pământului un nou înger lunatec, o nouă Ofelia [... ] Închise 
iar ochii până ce, recăzut în pustiul cel lung, palatul alb se confundă cu nourul de argint şi juna 
fată cu îngerul în genunchi. Apoi, strângând ochii silit şi tare, a înecat visul său în întuner-
ic” etc. (SD, 1997: 53-54); „Dintr-o fereastră deschisă din catul de sus auzii, prin aerul nopţii, 
tremurând notele dulci ale unui piano şi un tânăr şi tremurător glas de copilă adiind o rugăciune 
uşoară, profumată, fantastică. Îmi închisei ochii pentru ca să visez în libertate [... ] Întredeschisei 
ochii şi văzui prin fereastra arcată şi deschisă [... ] o jună fată [... ] Am închis iar ochii, astfel 
încât, recăzut iar în pustiul cel lung, palatul cel alb se confunda cu nourul de argint, iar juna 
fată cu îngerul în genunchi” (GP, 1997: 140). 

Similarly to pharaoh Tlà and his avatars, a large series of male figures (Ieronim, Toma 
Nour, Toma Nour’s biographer, Dionis) go through this unique experience of revealing 
the transcendent architecture – which is accounted almost with the same words! – the 
epiphany of “the Spirit of Universe” embodied in the panorama of the prototype city, the 
city with “fantastic outlines”. The relationship of this vision with the cityscape illustrates 
the tension between ideal and real, between the One and the multiple.
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Hence, the inter-space from the virgin’s “white house” and the young dreamer’s 
private place contains the tensions expressed by A. Blum with the phrase “labora-
tory of social unrest”, which epitomizes the essence of city life (A. Blum, 2003: 21). 
Dionis and Toma enjoy a vertical living (the room with high ceiling), close to the life-
style of aristocrats; their wishful thinking towards the patrician villa just across the 
street does not have only an erotic trigger, but also an archetypal impulsion towards 
the restoration of an aristocratic condition, that is, of a space structured according to 
classic patt erns. Therefore, the elements of the masculine room are by no means the 
“spiders” or the “Pagan disorder” (quite common for a young bachelor’s room, espe-
cially if he is a dreamer and a metaphysician, of a poor social situation); on the con-
trary, our att ention is arrested by the mix of lett er styles, that is the Greek (as a mat-
ter of fact, the Greek indicates the Oriental kind, Hebrew or Arab), the Latin and the 
Gothic, and the portrait of a “cross-dressed woman”, identifi ed later as Dionis’ own 
father or Toma Nour’s dearest friend. The three types of alphabet anticipate, calli-
graphically, as many architectonic styles experimented by the character; the Roman 
villa, angular and classic, stands for a place of intimacy, of erotic projection (the lov-
er’s “white house”); the “palace of the Moon” and all the buildings that get as high 
as the moon – namely, the palace of pharaoh Tlà, the palace of king Genar2 from 
Făt-Frumos din lacrimă are places of aspiration, built on the Cabalistic project of the 
Temple of Zion, whence the predominance of domes, columns and the centrality of 
the table with a sort of menorah candle-holder placed in the centre; the Gothic cathe-
dral, that circulated the entire imaginary of the 19th century, stands as a model of hu-
man spirit, thus Eminescu’s appeal to castle or monastery ruins, to underground cit-
ies that mirror the surface structure. Taking on Roger Scruton’s idea on the aesthet-
ic interaction the three styles are not meant to irradiate, but to “capture” the moods 
and the mental movements of their inhabitants (Roger Scruton, 2005: 291). As for the 
androgynous portrait that faces the three types of lett ers, it actually describes a mod-
el of interaction with the environment; faced with the outer world and its view, the 
androgynous can mutate into almost anything, from the classic Caesar and Oriental 
prince to the Gothic knight or monk.

A bit diff erent from Toma and Dionis’ rooms, the tiny monk’s cell becomes the 
favourite dwelling of characters such as Ioan, Ieronim and Dan (Dionis’ double). 
Although they should be furnished according to monkish simplicity and frugality, 
these spaces bear a “fi ne and artistic elegance” upon them. Abandoned by Ioan and 
transmitt ed to Toma, the room of the androgynous hero holds a sort of bourgeois com-
fort, proved by the existence of two symbolic elements: the “sofa” and the “chimney” 
(GP, 1997: 171-173). Then, Ieronim’s cell distinguishes itself from the other shabby 

2 The name can echo the month “January” and embodies the fi gure of King North, a cardinal 
image of the Northern imaginary developed into Eminescu’s works (refer to my article on 
this topic, Roxana Patraş, 2013: 28-32).
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monastery cells by showing a coquett ish façade: 

„În zidul lung şi înalt al mănăstirii, privit din grădină, se văd fereşti cu gratii negre, cu fe-
restrele de chilii părăsite, numai una e toată-ntreţesută cu iederă şi în dosul acelei mre-
je de frunze-ntunecoase se văd în oale roze albe ce par a căuta soarele cu capetele lor 
[emphasis added]. Acea fereastră dădea într-o chilie pe pereţii cărei erau aruncate cu creionul 
fel de fel de schiţe ciudate – ici un sfânt, colo un căţel zvârcolindu-se în iarbă, colo icoana foarte 
bine executată a unei rudaşte, fl ori, tufe, capete de femei, bonete, papuci, în fi ne, o carte de schiţe 
risipită pe perete” (C., 1997: 90). 

Although his story happens in medieval times, monk Dan is thoroughly attached to 
a city lifestyle and resides into “a little cell from a grand boyar’s houses”. Moreover, as 
any “citizen”, he is very accustomed to night excitements and journeys around the city. 
Oftentimes, he puts on a knight cloak and, with an obvious troubadour intention, he 
wanders around the aristocratic neighbourhoods of Iaşi in order to watch the perfumed 
bower of his virginal lover. It might look like Eminescu was informed on Victor Hugo’s 
literary definition of the Gothic cathedral (if we refer back to Hugo’s Nôtre Dame de 
Paris), being convinced that each and any building – even the smallest cell – can be 
“read” in the fashion of a book. 

Charged with wall drawings and fl owers, these monkish cells leave the impression 
of a fi gural crowding, which coincides with the defi nition of “miniature”, an art piece 
that can concentrate the maximum of signifi cance into a minimum of space. Gaston 
Bachelard notices that “miniature” represents, as a matt er of fact, a condensed expres-
sion of universe (2003: 177-211); but the same idea – i.e., giving an architectural trans-
lation of the universe’s structure – is encompassed, according to Erwin Panofsky (qtd. 
by David Anton Spurr, 2012: 13), by the very project of the Gothic cathedral. The re-
lationship between the hermit and his environment could be summarized by imag-
ining a conceptual line between the “miniature” and the monumental Gothic cathe-
dral. While the Gothic landscape tries to translate the invisible into visible, the minia-
ture proposes – as well as Eminescu’s serial heroes –the translation of the visible into 
invisible. Furthermore, the miniature captures, like the androgynous portrait that at-
tends Eminescu’s heroes almost everywhere, a horizontal image of the Gothic verti-
cal outline. 

An epitome of mystery and, accordingly, of a dangerous relationship between vis-
ible and invisible, Master Ruben’s house has a Gothic shape, and is seen, in the envi-
rons of old Iaşi, as “a fragment from a city’s ruin”: „casa era c-un acoperământ țugu-
iat, pereții erau de piatră mică ca ceea cu care se petruiesc fântânele și orice tencuia-
lă căzuse de pe ele” (SD, 1997: 59). Here as elsewhere, the same motif of wall drawing 
and writing that accounts for a literary, hence linear, understanding of architecture: 
Master Ruben’s place will convert into “a cave with walls as black as ink”, while the 
books will be made into “huge glass bubbles, pegged with parchment, whose contents 
consisted of a lightened fl uid where devils hanged by their horns were fl oating” (SD, 
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1997: 61). Hence, the library turns into an alchemy laboratory and both the classical 
domes of Academy (the narrator explains that Master Ruben is a professor of Socola 
Academy) and those of the ancient Temple of Zion (mentioned in Pe podelele reci de 
cărămidă) hurtle down. After the image of the temple is batt ered to earth, the former 
sight grows into a “hieroglyph-like” suburbia that actually encloses – to miniature’s 
fashion – the mysterious design of the temple, though on a fl at, horizontal structure: 

„În mijlocul mahalalei adormite, templul sur – Sionul ruinat – de jur împrejur proptit de 
bârne de stejar [... ] Sur era templul pe dinafară, tăcut înăuntru [... ] Grilajul de la corul femeilor 
zugrăvea în perete o mreajă de umbră. Eloimii deasupra intrărilor străluceau ca scrişi cu stele... 
Nu era aceasta cu bolţi mândre înălţate, cu icoane luminoase pe ele, cu şiruri de stâlpi sfi nţiţi 
de cântări melodioase – era o arhitectură ţapănă, rece, goală – era atât de pustu de frumuseţe ca 
pieptul unui om mort” (PRC, 1997: 214). 

The conversion invisible-visible means to accommodate the Ideal into Real 
World. In his book The Imaginary Structure of the City, A. Blum remarks that, due to 
this unresolved tension between vital pulse and aesthetic aspiration, the city keeps 
unaltered the worldly variant of the conflict between the Ideal and the Real (A. Blum, 
2003: 13). As we grow into the acknowledgement of a transcendent architecture 
encapsulated within the latent mythology of urban shapes, we also become aware that 
those “registers of uncanniness” specific to cityscape – fuelling the fantastic account 
as well – come from the coexistence of old and new, public space and intimate place, 
urbanization and urbanity, fragmentarism and participation (idem: 294).

V. Conclusions.
Architecturae cosmicae sive astronimiae geocentricae writt en on Eminescu’s design

Beyond all variety perceived while journeying around the city, Dionis is deeply in-
volved in the question of “Worldly architecture” (SD, 1997: 52) and he is surely waiting 
for that moment when the Spirit of the Universe will reveal its phantasmal backbone 
in the very outline of the city panorama. Eminescu gives credit to a geometrical system 
that establishes the right proportions for everything. What is extremely interesting for 
his narrative point of view is the belief that neither the sensorial perturbation not the 
various housing dimensions could disturb this inner mathematics of things. The idea 
is clearly stated in the philosophical beginning of Sărmanul Dionis, and completed with 
nuances and details in Archaeus, Umbra mea or Avatarii faraonului Tlà. Hence, the dew-
drop or the pearl hanged on a string at Maria’s neck encapsulates the whole universe; 
the “measure” is, as the narrator states, only “relative”: 

„ceea ce nouă ni-i mare altora li se pare mic, se-nţelege că atomii microscopici din acel 
mărgăritar a cărui margini le era cerul, stropii-stele şi lună şi soare, acei pitici aveau regii lor, 
purtau războaie, se urau mereu, închipuindu-şi diferite bazaconii despre închipuita lor mărime” 
(UM, 1997: 128). 
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Even though either the dewdrop or the pearl would magnify, the proportions stay 
just the same and the hardware of Universe rests unchanged. What sounds a bit like 
Gulliver’s story – and maybe Swift’s influence on the Romanian writer should not 
be totally taken apart – is Eminescu’s repetitive indication of lens, microscopes, and 
binoculars that can magnify or diminish the worldly picture. 

But the deceiving play of perceptions must have its source in the view’s hypertro-
phy (a thousand eyes see more than just one, as the narrator of “poor” Dionis’ story 
says), of brain swelling or even in the bodily frame’s plasticization and elasticizing: 

„Nu știu dacă cineva s-a visat vreodată elastic... că poate crește, se poate umfl a, se poate con-
trage [... ] Și acest om s-ar contrage-ntr-o cartoafă care ar striga oamenilor de pe uliță să ia sea-
ma să nu-l calce, ori s-ar subția într-o prăjină cu barbă englezească și cu pălărie naltă, ori s-ar 
îngroșa ca un birtaș bavarez” (A, 1997: 277); „I se părea că corpul lui întreg e ceva ce se poa-
te întinde și contrage și poate lua orice formă din lume... I se părea mai întâi că i se umfl ă capul 
din ce în ce și el devine un bătrân ghebos, gras și glumeț... ori că acuși se usucă ca țârul și devi-
ne un om lung, cu ochii clipitori și mici, îmbrăcat în straie lungi negre... ori că i se umfl ă cor-
pul și i se subțiază picioarele, de pare un sac de făină pus pe două fuse subțiri... Apoi simți că 
se contrage repede, repede, repede și devine un grăunte mic în mijlocul unui gălbenuș de ou” 
(AFT, 1997: 229-230). 

If Vitruvius’ theory on the “architectural body” should be applied to these accounts 
of perceptions, then deformed somatic representations are replicated by the elasticity 
and the fluidity of urban panoramic visions. No wonder that, the melancholic and 
anxious king Tlà – the one who is on the verge of being deformed into various selves 
– sees the divine Memphis as an “infinite city”, as an “ocean of giant palaces”, as an 
architectonic revelation of the “Spirit of the Universe”. 

The physical elasticity and the fl uidity of cityscapes can indicate a trauma of body-
and-space mutual defi ning, a trauma that occurs from monumental neighbourhood 
and is already present into the psychopathology treatises from the second half of the 
19th century (David Anton Spurr, 2012: 38). Assuming this perspective, it is true that a 
part of the king’s profound melancholy comes from love failure, but it is also plausible 
that his sickness be a space anxiety, provoked by the high “dome” and great “arches” 
of his palace; now, the narrator discloses the fact that, compared to the colossal archi-
tecture around, the king looks like a “black bug”, like a “small ant”. The same uncanny 
impression is delivered by the monumental sight of underground gardens and palac-
es owned by both king Tlà and marquis Alvarez-Bilbao. The somatic trauma, indicat-
ed through elasticized bodies, precedes the trauma of identity diff usion (the breaking 
out of Self into uncountable “avatars”) and, as a direct consequence on city views, the 
blurred panorama, which does not convey anything but the vague curves of domes 
like an ocean surface. As a matt er of fact, the picture of the fl uid cities – such as the 
aquatic Memphis or the fi ery Rome during Nero’s reign from the posthumous poem 
Memento mori – converges with the frame of the “white house”; both of them are mo-
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ments of revelation, when the celestial architecture climbs down to earth, when the 
view and the vision are one and the same thing.

A real source of “uncanny”, Eminescu’s fantastic short prose (and also some passag-
es from his unfi nished novel) questions the relationship between the transient individ-
ual and the perennial building that ensures the succession and the extension of a com-
munity (A. Blum, 2003: 88-90). Naming Napoleon’s example – an emperor who was 
really able to cut through the old establishment of Paris and come with a new urban 
plan, the Romanian writer asserts that “the insignifi cant bodily dimensions has noth-
ing to do with power, with the immensity of will” (A, 1997: 281). Not only Napoleon’s 
model, which convulsed the 19th century mentalities (as well as the violent obsession 
with the Gothic style!), but a great part of the ancient histories told by Suetonius ac-
count for the anxious relationship between the sovereign individual and the way tra-
dition gets transferred into a monumental map. It is certain that a Caesar’s poor frame 
would not suff er to be crushed under the greatness of the city of Rome. Nevertheless, 
the Roman imperors cured their “urbancholy” by burning the city to ashes and recon-
structing it from scratch several times, thus reinforcing the “impermanence” paradigm 
of the “imaginative structure of the city”. 

Like the Caesars of ancient Rome and like the Emperor of 19th century Europe, 
Eminescu’s heroes att empt to climb up the steep stairway of both physical and meta-
physical world. Unless they surpass the enclosed horizon of “Realist” architecture 
and explore the “Gothic spirit” within themselves, the cityscape repetitive mechanics 
is countinously retold and cannot erupt as a vision of the transcendental architecture, 
as civitas dei. Once sublimated through alchemic reactions, the “pensiveness” of the 
Caesar (“Cesarul gânditor”) – one of the recurrent hypostases Eminescu instils in his 
poetry, especially in Ode (in ancient meter), reverts the perspective on the city so as to 
immure it into his own soul. Once the Caesar is turned into a poet, his ambition is 
to internalise the architectural categories of proportion and harmony. Inwardly, the 
vertiginous Gothic outline transforms into pure miniature, that is, into the limpid, 
yet dangerous, mirror of the human soul. Features such as savageness and change-
fulness, naturalism and grotesqueness, rigidity and, most of all, redundancy should 
match not only with the stones of Venice described by Ruskin, but also with the psy-
chological profi le of Eminescu’s serial heroes. By cultivating the redundancy princi-
ple when building the same man into so many fi gures, Eminescu manages to bring 
out a scheme of human perfection; however, neither the poet’s love of idealism nor 
his aim to perfect proportions concern us here, but the Gothic redundancy manifest-
ed in his fi ctional characters and their environment; the perpetual return to matrix-
forms is meant to size the changes occurred in the course of their own becoming. 
Hence, the success of Eminescu’s heroes is granted not by challenging the city, as 
Rastignac or Napoleon did, but by discarding the Caesarean ambitions and by not 
loosing sight of the celestial city. 
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